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THE ROUGIER GROUP, FOUNDED IN 1923, IS TODAY A MARKET LEADER 
FOR CERTIFIED AFRICAN TROPICAL TIMBER.

The group has three core activities:
•  Natural forest harvesting, industrial processing and international trade (Rougier Afrique International 

and its subsidiaries SFID, Mokabi and Rougier Gabon).
•  Importing and distribution in France of timber products from all origins (Rougier Sylvaco Panneaux).
•  Research, management and investment in industrial forest plantations in Africa (Lignafrica).

The Group has nearly 3,000 employees, primarily in Africa (Cameroon, Congo and Gabon).
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F or more than 90 years, Rougier has been moving 
forward with a project built around the values of  
progress. The progress accomplished since it was 

founded reflects its ability to anticipate, adapt and deploy 
responsibly. Today, as a major forest operator in the Congo 
Basin, the Group aims to continue further strengthening 
its economic position, while helping ensure that the forests 
entrusted to it are protected.

This commitment by Rougier is in line with its focus on 
continuous improvement, positioning its corporate social 
responsibility as a driving force for its success. It is reflected in 
the legality and chain of  custody verification and certification 
systems in place across all its concessions; more generally, 100% 
of  the forest concessions operated by Rougier have independent 
third-party certification.

In particular, the FSC® certification process has enabled 
Rougier to gradually structure its good forest management 
approach, while refining its operating procedures and building 
up more in-depth expertise in certain areas, illustrated by the 
in-house teams of  sociologists or wildlife managers set up. To 
take on board all the realities on the ground, our actions are 
being supported through close partnerships with local and 
international NGOs, such as the agreement signed with the 
WWF at the start of  2015.

To ensure the sustainability of  its CSR approach, Rougier is 
embarking on in-depth work concerning the scope of  its sites, 
engaging its human capital around the stakes involved with 
CSR, while promoting the sharing of  experiences and the 
standardization of  best practices to ensure that these areas for 
attention become shared values and frames of  reference.

Francis Rougier
Chief Executive Officer

MESSAGE 
FROM 
THE CEO

"Rougier is further 
strengthening 
its focus on 
progress and 
forward planning".
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VISION
ROUGIER APPROACHES ITS BUSINESS WITH RESPECT FOR ITS ENVIRONMENT.
GOOD FOREST MANAGEMENT LIES AT THE HEART OF A VIRTUOUS MODEL COMBINING THE 
THREE PILLARS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: ECONOMIC, ECOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL.
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hectares of forests covered 
by management plans 

registered with and approved 
by forest authorities

2.1 MILLION
of forest concessions 

in operation are audited by 
an independent third party

100%



ROUGIER'S FOREST 
CERTIFICATION POLICY 
IN AFRICA 
A PIVOTAL PLAYER IN THE AFRICAN TROPICAL TIMBER INDUSTRY, WITH OVER 
2 MILLION HECTARES OF FOREST CONCESSIONS ACROSS CAMEROON, CONGO 
AND GABON, ROUGIER IS COMMITTED TO RESPONSIBLY MANAGING A RESOURCE 
THAT IS VITAL TO OUR PLANET'S BALANCE. 
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2 • Offer additional guarantees - particularly social and 
environmental - for customers requiring this, with FSC® 100% 
certified production in Cameroon and Gabon. On certain 
particularly sensitive markets, FSC® good forest management 
certification offers clear added value.

In 2015, Rougier intends to not only maintain its certification 
policy, but also explore new areas for diversification, notably 
putting itself  forward as a candidate for preliminary 
PAFC* audits in Gabon. The aim is to continue building 
on the guarantees offered for the Group's customers, while 
consolidating its various societal and environmental approaches 
in its forest concessions in Africa.

 * Pan African Forest Certification

Fully aware of  its role, Rougier's ambition is to pass 
on an ecological capital that is protected for future 
generations. To support this goal, Rougier has put in 
place a legality certification policy since 2007 and this 
has been completed and further strengthened over the 
years with FSC® good forest management certification.

100% of  the forest concessions entrusted to Rougier or its 
subsidiaries in Africa are legality certified, while more than half  
are good forest management certified.

•   Cameroon : “responsibly-sourced timber” certification for 
the Southern massif  around Djoum (264,000 ha)
and FSC® 100% certification for the Eastern massif
around Mbang (285,000 ha)

•   Gabon : FSC® 100% certification for all the massifs 
(877,000 ha)

• Congo : verification of  Legal Compliance (VLC) certification
(586,000 ha)

THESE VARIOUS CERTIFICATES ENABLE 
ROUGIER TO:

1 • Provide its customers with legality and chain of  custody 
guarantees for all products from its forest concessions, certified 
by an independent third party. These guarantees are essential 
in order to offer assurances concerning the legal origins of  
timber demanded by international markets (Lacey Act in 
the US, FLEGT in Europe, timber regulations in Japan and 
Australia, etc.).
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1,163,000  ha
FSC® 100% certified areas

2,014,000 ha
Areas audited 
by a third party

2,071,000  ha
Areas under concession 
or control by Rougier

CERTIFICATION PROCESS   
AT END-APRIL 2015 
(IN HA UNDER MANAGEMENT 
PLAN)

CULTURE FOUNDED 
ON GOOD FOREST MANAGEMENT

When Rougier Gabon achieved FSC® certification for 
688,000 ha of forest concessions back in 2008, this was a 
decisive starting point for the recognition of the technical, 
financial and human efforts made by Rougier over more 
than 10 years to ensure good forest management. From 
2008 to 2014, Rougier stepped up these efforts and 
maintained its focus on responsible management for its 
forest concessions in Central Africa.

At the end of April 2015, several new 
milestones were achieved:

 “Responsibly-sourced timber” certification in June 
2014 for the forest concessions in the Djoum Mintom and 
Mpacko massifs in southern Cameroon (264,000 ha) for 
SFID;

   Verification of Legal Compliance (VLC) certification 
with the Rainforest Alliance in April 2015 for the Congo 
massif. This is essential for opening up sales to European 
and American markets today.
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Gabon

Cameroon

Yaounde

Libreville

Douala
Port Harcourt

Port Gentil

Ivindo

Mévang

Mbalmayo

Equatorial 
Guinea 

Owendo

OWENDO SITE

• 385 employees
• Timber species: Okoume

HAUT-ABANGA SITE

• 507 employees
• Timber species: Okoume 

and various 

BARRACUDA FACILITY

Nigeria

FSC® concessions – 1,163,000 ha
RA-FM/COC-006621 since 2013 in Gabon 
RA-FM/COC-006347 since 2013 in 
Cameroon

“Responsibly-sourced timber” concessions
264,000 ha
RA-CW/FM-007166 since 2014 
in Cameroon

VLC concession – 586,000 ha
RA-VLC-007182 since 2015 in Congo

CERTIFICATION

April 2015

Capitals

Highways

Cities

Railway

National borders

Facilities

KEY

The forest and industrial sites are located in 
Cameroon, Gabon and Congo. Each year, they 
produce 166,000 m3 of sawn timber, processed 
products and plywood, with FSC® or legal 
compliance certification.

FOREST 
AND SOCIAL 
GEOGRAPHY

 

FSC® C014550

La marque de la
gestion forestière

responsable

FSC® C014550

La marque de la
gestion forestière

responsable

FSC® C014550

La marque de la
gestion forestière

responsable

C116230
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Cameroon

Congo

Central African 
Republic

BrazzavilleLoubomo

Nkayi

Lastourville

Ivindo

Makokou

Impfondo

Moanda

Franceville

Ouésso

Bertoua

Moualé

Mbang

Djoum

MBANG SITE

• 566 employees
• Timber species: Ayous, Sapelli,

Tali, etc.

HAUT-OGOOUÉ SITE

• 327 employees
• Timber species: Okoume

OGOOUÉ-IVINDO SITE

• 248 employees
• Timber species: various

MOKABI SITE

• 315 employees
• Timber species: Sapelli, Sipo,

Bosse, etc.

DJOUM SITE 

• 319 employees
• Timber species: Movingui, 

Tali, Sapelli, Iroko, 
Padouk, etc.

HAUT-ABANGA SITE

• 507 employees
• Timber species: Okoume 

and various 

Democratic 
Republic 

of the Congo
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ACTION
ROUGIER IS DEVELOPING ITS ACTIONS WHILE TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE CONGO 
BASIN’S SPECIFIC FEATURES, PARTICULARLY WITH RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTION BASED ON 
STRINGENT STANDARDS: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, RESPECT FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND 
PRESERVING BIODIVERSITY.

2



     

employees 
approximately 

of the forest 
concessions in 

operation are FSC 
100% certified

of the forest 
concessions in 

operation are legality 
certified

56% 3,000100%



GROWING DEMANDS FOR LEGALITY 
DRIVING THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF CERTIFIED PRODUCTS

Public policymakers and economic stakeholders have only 
recently put in place significant initiatives to control the legality 
of  imported timber. Following on from the United States, 
Australia and Japan, the European Union brought its European 
timber regulations into force in 2013. The European Union 
Timber Regulation (EUTR) formally prohibits the placing of  
illegal timber on the market and requires industry operators 
to ensure the legality of  traded timber products (due diligence 
system). Failure to comply with this regulation is subject to 
financial and criminal measures.

While certain markets are calling for a higher level of  
commitment in order to ensure that the products purchased 
come from responsibly managed forests, the enforcement of  
these new regulations is increasing the pressure on timber firms 
to prove their good forest practices and make this information 
publicly available.

Planning ahead for increasingly tight national and international 
legality and good governance controls, Rougier has been 
working for a long time to ensure compliance with best practices 
for both its production activities in Africa, and its import and 
distribution activities in France.

ROUGIER'S COMMITMENT 
TO CERTIFICATION  

The concrete actions rolled out across the forest concessions and 
industrial sites confirm Rougier’s commitments: guaranteeing 
the resource's future, managing environmental risks effectively 
and creating environmental value. To further strengthen this 
approach, Rougier wanted to call on accredited independent 

RESPONSIBLE FOREST 
MANAGEMENT
ROUGIER IS DEVELOPING A PERFORMANCE MODEL BASED ON THE RESPONSIBLE 
MANAGEMENT OF FOREST RESOURCES. THE GROUP SUCCESSFULLY COMBINES 
COMMERCIAL GOALS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY, CREATING VALUE 
WHILE PRESERVING FOREST RESOURCES IN ITS CONCESSIONS.
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organizations - SGS and Rainforest Alliance - to audit its forest 
concessions and guarantee the legality and traceability of  its 
products.

Good forest management (FSC®) and verification of  legal 
compliance (VLC) certification represent new risk management 
tools for timber firms. Developed for several years at Rougier, 
these certificates from independent third parties secure not only 
the markets, by reassuring customers, but also timber supplies, 
thanks to a continuous improvement approach.



GOOD FOREST MANAGEMENT BASED 
ON SELECTIVE HARVESTING

Rougier's concessions are managed in line with forest 
management plans, which ensure a long-term focus for 
harvesting activities, in line with the company's environmental, 
social and economic functions.

In accordance with these management plans, Rougier applies 
selective harvesting techniques which make it possible to 
preserve biodiversity and carbon stocks. In addition, timber 
extractions do not exceed one to two trees per hectare on 
average, every 25 years. The trees harvested must reach a 
specific diameter, calculated previously to ensure the forest's 
satisfactory regeneration (for a certain number of  timber 
species, this diameter is also regularly higher than the levels set 
by forest regulations).

The operating procedures, from planning activities better to 
optimizing harvested areas and protecting against soil erosion 
and pollution, ensure the optimal development of  forest 
resources. These responsible management practices make it 
possible to increase the environmental and economic functions 
of  forests in operation.

The responsible management of  forest resources, in addition to 
protected areas, is a major tool for the conservation of  tropical 
forests. While the forest management plan is one of  the pillars 
for the FSC® process, certification also requires a more in-
depth approach in order to take a certain number of  social 
aspects into consideration, as well as environmental factors, in 
terms of  both fauna and flora.
 

Moreover, good forest management certification is a very 
ambitious goal for several reasons:

•  Rougier operates in a fragile environment with very rich
biodiversity. Combining forest harvesting and the protection of  
this biodiversity is a long-term exercise that requires numerous 
areas of  expertise - both in-house and external - built up over time.

•  In the socioeconomic environment in Congo Basin
countries, the forest regions are generally quite isolated 
and remote. As the only economic operator, Rougier 
frequently provides local communities with all the basic 
services needed to ensure a reasonable standard of  living.

•  The cost of  the actions to be taken is very high. These
costs are fully covered by Rougier and can have a significant 
impact on its economic profitability, particularly since 
this certification process is still voluntary and a long way 
off being applied by all timber firms in the Congo Basin.

Responsible forest management ROUGIER • CSR REPORT • 11



REDUCING 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
ROUGIER CARRIES OUT ITS BUSINESS WHILE SEEKING TO LIMIT ITS IMPACTS 
ON THE ENVIRONMENT. THE GROUP'S COMMITMENTS ARE REFLECTED 
IN MAJOR INITIATIVES AT ITS LIVING AREAS, INDUSTRIAL SITES AND 
FOREST PRODUCTION SITES.
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LIVING AREAS AND INDUSTRIAL SITES

Rougier structures and optimizes its approach by implementing 
actions to prevent pollution risks, based around:
• Waste management: sorting, dedicated storage areas;
•  Fitting of  waterproof  slabs at sensitive locations

(service stations, waste oil pits, batteries, oil barrels, 
generators, etc.) in order to prevent any potential run-
off of  toxic substances during periods of  heavy rain;

• Use of  settling tanks and oil interceptors;
• Regular maintenance and monitoring of  machines;
•  Use of  engine / truck intervention kits in cases when

pollution has been reported;
•  Regular initiatives to raise staff awareness on the 

considerable damage that may be caused by pollution.

These measures are in line with Rougier’s voluntary actions 
within the framework of  the FSC® certification process.

FOREST SITES

At each stage in forest harvesting, measures are taken to 
minimize the impacts at production sites. These actions, which 
are incorporated into the forest management plan (required by 
the various forestry codes in Congo Basin countries), focus on 
three areas:

• Zoning of  forest concessions and marking out areas set 
aside for specific purposes. When the management plan is 
prepared, a forest concession is split into different areas: i) 
production areas for timber harvesting; ii) protection and 
conservation areas that are not harvested in order to be able 
to protect biodiversity; iii) community development areas for 
farming or any other human activities (non-harvested areas).
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•   Increasing the harvesting diameter for a certain 
number of  timber species for which regeneration based 
on the official diameter is considered to be sensitive.
In the case of  Okoume timber in Gabon’s Ogooué-Ivindo 
region, the officially approved diameter has been raised 
from 70 cm to 80 cm (harvesting diameter indicated in 
the forest management plan), then 90 cm (harvesting 
diameter for FSC® certification). This increase in harvesting 
diameters, combined with an adjustment through the 
tracking rate (proportion of  trees inventoried and considered 
suitable for commercial harvesting, but which will be left 
standing because they are located on steep slopes or near 
rivers for instance), is reflected in lower production levels.

• Implementing reduced impact logging techniques (RIL) at 
every level of  harvesting. While reduced impact logging is 
becoming increasingly widespread across the Congo Basin, 
including in companies that are not yet FSC® certified, an 
additional requirement is set for companies that already have 
forest certification. These RIL techniques cover the building of  
roads and bridges, as well as forest production activities, such as 
felling and hauling, aiming to minimize the impact on resources.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

With nearly 3,000 employees, eight industrial sites 
and the vast majority of its log production operations 
processed locally in the Congo Basin, Rougier’s 
production sites generate significant volumes of waste 
in Africa. The various initiatives rolled out are based 
on rigorous management systems and major efforts to 
involve all employees. In Africa, the Group is working to 
raise awareness and promote a sense of accountability 
among all its employees and stakeholders to ensure the 
continued application and success of its policies:

  1. Sorting of organic, metal and plastic waste into 
different color bins depending on the type of waste, 
carried out at living areas, as well as industrial and 
logging sites, 

   2. Storage of toxic or polluting elements in dedicated 
facilities (batteries, hydrocarbons, tires, old machines that 
have been decommissioned, treatment products, soiled 
waste from the infirmary, etc.). 

To ensure the effectiveness of these sorting operations, 
staff information sessions are held on a regular basis 
in order to maintain a high level of awareness on 
these issues. Rougier is drawing on its experience with 
processes already implemented for its FSC® certified 
concessions in order to roll out similar processes at sites 
that are working towards certification.

"We are working each day to reduce the 
impact of our operations on the environment. 
On average, extractions do not exceed two 
trees per hectare every 25 to 30 years. 
In addition, we provide regular training for 
our staff on how to apply reduced impact 
logging techniques with a view to reducing 
our footprint in the forests in operation. Lastly, 
we identify the high environmental value 
conservation areas - for both fauna and flora 
- in our forests and put monitoring tools in 
place to ensure their conservation over time". 

Eric Chezeaux, 
Sustainable Development Director, Rougier Gabon

TESTIMONIAL



ENGAGING HUMAN CAPITAL
IN AFRICA, ROUGIER IS DEVELOPING A SOCIAL MODEL THAT ENSURES 
GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS FOR ITS EMPLOYEES, AS WELL AS A LIVING 
ENVIRONMENT IN LINE WITH THEIR NEEDS AND THOSE OF THEIR FAMILIES. 
TO ENSURE THE SUSTAINABILITY OF ITS TEAMS, ROUGIER IS COMMITTED 
TO BEING A RESPONSIBLE EMPLOYER.
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BUILDING STRONGER MANAGEMENT-
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

At the end of  2014, the Group had 2,925 employees, with over 
97% in Africa. Turnover levels are high due to the lack of  initial 
training and low level of  qualifications among local communities, 
compounded by strong competition for recruitments from oil 
and mining companies, particularly in Gabon.

Employee relations are managed by each African subsidiary, 
with coordination at Group level. Various social actions are 
carried out and go well beyond the legal conditions required. 
They factor in the specific features of  Rougier's activities, as well 
as the remote locations of  its logging and industrial sites, and the 
innovative responsible management approach adopted.

In 2015, Rougier is developing its employee relations with a view 
to improving its best practices and harmonizing its procedures. 
The Group is consolidating the links between its various 
subsidiaries through exchanges and dialogue, with a network set 
up closely involving the various site managers. This increased 
social responsibility will make it possible to share experiences 
more effectively, better understand the difficulties encountered 
on the ground and value the Group’s human capital more 
effectively.

DEVELOPING A HARMONIZED TRAINING PLAN 

Rougier is strongly committed to training its employees and 
ensuring that they feel fulfilled in their responsibilities. To support 
the risk prevention measures adopted, regular training courses 
are held so that employees can take the procedures on board. 
In particular, initiatives to raise awareness on occupational and 
environmental risks may be based on various formats, tailored 
to the remote location of  the production sites, the initial level of  
training among workers and the scale of  the risks faced.
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Occupational Health and Safety Committees, set up at all the 
forest concessions, as well as the administrative and industrial 
sites, make it possible to continue raising employee awareness 
of  health, safety and hygiene issues in their work.

In 2015, the Group is further strengthening its training policy 
across its various sites in Africa. To optimize the resources 
deployed, in-depth work is being carried out between the 
operational HR managers and the Group to define and 
implement a global training plan to meet the needs of  the 
business and its employees. The various actions must also make 
it possible to develop knowledge transfers thanks to higher 
levels of  loyalty among its teams.

BEING A RESPONSIBLE EMPLOYER IN AFRICA

In often isolated regions, Rougier performs a particularly 
important social role. At its remote industrial and living sites in 
rural areas, workers are housed in facilities built by the Group, 
managed in conjunction with their representatives. At these 
locations, the Group provides drinking water and electricity, in 
addition to organizing waste management and sorting. Rougier 
is also committed to taking care of  its employees by ensuring 
they have access to all the basic services that are not always 
provided by the State.

The Group takes care of  schooling for employees' children if  
there are no suitable infrastructures in place. In remote areas, 
children from local communities are also able to attend these 
schools. When public schools already exist in villages close 
to the company's infrastructures, Rougier helps fund their 
operations by supplying school materials.

Rougier ensures that employees' families and local communities 
have access to all the basic health services by building and 
managing health centers at the heart of  the living areas 
whenever this is needed. To ensure that its centers are running 
effectively, various indicators and procedures are monitored 
and checked on a regular basis with both internal and external 
audits. Essential actions take place on a regular basis to raise 
awareness of  hygiene and health risks. To prevent potential 
epidemics, extensive preventative vaccination campaigns are 
also carried out.

Lastly, to ensure food self-sufficiency for communities living in 
the concessions and to combat poaching (particularly the illegal 
consumption of  bush meat), Rougier has set up food supply 
centers at all its living areas, offering all the basic products at 
subsidized prices. Alongside this, actions are carried out to 
promote the development of  subsistence crops and support 
local trade.

BREAKDOWN 
OF THE WORKFORCE 

BY COUNTRY

  Cameroon   France

  Congo      Gabon

  Operatives      Supervisors

  Managerial staff

BREAKDOWN 
OF PROFESSIONAL 

CATEGORIES

AGE STRUCTURE IN 2014 
(GROUP TOTAL)

30-39
>60

43
.3%

0.4
%

20-29
50-59

25
.1%

7.9
%

<20
40-49

0.2
%

23
.1%

88 % 53 %

5 % 3 %

7 % 11 %

33 %



OUTSTANDING 
COMMITMENT TO LOCAL 
DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH ITS POLICY STATEMENT FOR RESPONSIBLE FOREST MANAGEMENT, 
SFID (ROUGIER'S SUBSIDIARY IN CAMEROON) AIMS TO ENSURE A PARTICIPATORY 
MANAGEMENT APPROACH FOR ITS FOREST CONCESSIONS.
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Working with neighboring indigenous communities, 
SFID has developed a strategy in southeast Cameroon 
focusing on four areas:

1 • Respect for the legal and customary rights of  
indigenous Baka communities living nearby 

In a context in which the State is legally the only owner of  
the land and forest resources, SFID upholds the spirit of  
the law in connection with its activities by recognizing and 
respecting the indigenous Baka communities’ customary rights 
and rights of  use. These rights concern the management of  
land and other resources in the forests operated by SFID. In 
this way, the company enables the neighboring Baka to be 
informed about the way it is operating in the forest, while also 
identifying, protecting and securing key sites and resources that 
are important for them from a cultural, religious, ecological or 
economic perspective.

2 • Ongoing communications  

SFID identifies, locates and inventories the Baka communities 
living in or around its forest concessions with a view to 
setting up ongoing communications and consultation with 
them. For instance, the Baka are represented in the following 
organizations:
• Combined Baka-Bantou forest community committees, 

which meet four times a year.
• SFID Baka platforms: these forums for meetings, consultation, 

dialogue, negotiations and collaboration, which meet 
four times a year, enable the Baka to submit their specific 
concerns about SFID's forest activities. They represent 

additional platforms for Baka participation in SFID's 
forest management. They are held in addition to the joint 
community committees. 

• Focal points: the Baka choose representatives from their 
communities for the Focal points, which link up directly 
with the social unit: monthly meetings are organized either 
individually or in groups. During these meetings, the sociologist 
and the Focal points discuss the agenda covered during 
meetings with the joint indigenous community committees, 
evaluate the application of  resolutions or recommendations 
from the latest meetings, and discuss any other relevant issues.

• FDL (Local Development Fund) Management Committee,
which meets four times a year to assess and approve
the local development projects funded by the company for the 
communities (Baka and Bantou).

3 • Targeting free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) 
for SFID's forest activities 

SFID adopts and applies a participatory management approach 
in its forest concessions. The company aims to achieve free, 
prior and informed consent through three steps: consultation, 
contractualization and support. This long-term approach takes 
into consideration all the social categories of  indigenous Baka 
communities.

4 • Support for their socioeconomic development 

Support for the Baka's economic, social and cultural 
development represents a further contribution to local 
development, in addition to the payment of  taxes and forestry 
royalties to the State. It contributes towards offsetting the 
impacts of  SFID's forest activities on the environment and lives 
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of  indigenous Baka communities.

In particular, it focuses on the following actions:
• Support for the development of  projects, infrastructures and 

community facilities (drinking water, education, health, etc.) 
funded by the Local Development Fund in Baka camps;

• Access to the training and employment opportunities offered 
by SFID, through the implementation of  the recruitment 
procedure in force;

• Support for sales of  non-timber forest products and income-
generating activities. 

TESTIMONIAL

"Rougier has an external social 
program that aims to support close 
dialogue between communities and 
the company. This program includes 
various actions, from holding awareness 
meetings to taking part in participatory 
mapping processes, making it possible 
to identify sites of cultural interest 
for the communities. Around the 
Mbang FMUs, we have more than 
80 neighboring villages, including 
Baka camps. Similarly, community 
development projects are carried out 
in each village based on a timeframe 
defined beforehand and approved by 
all the villages through a participatory 
local development organization".

Michèle Fomekong, 
Sociologist, Mbang site



WILDLIFE PROTECTION
CONSIDERING THE STAKES INVOLVED WITH PRESERVING BIODIVERSITY, 
ROUGIER EMBRACES ITS RESPONSIBILITIES BY DEPLOYING SIGNIFICANT 
ACTIONS TO HELP PROTECT WILDLIFE ACROSS ALL ITS CONCESSIONS.
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FORMAL SYSTEMS FOR MANAGING 
WILDLIFE AND HUNTING

A major player for wildlife protection, Rougier is strongly 
committed to ensuring that the law is respected and applied, 
in addition to implementing international best practices. 
The Group's subsidiaries are developing formal systems for 
managing wildlife and hunting, including surveillance and 
control activities.

Wildlife inventories are drawn up to be able to map the 
distribution of  wildlife across the forest concessions as effectively 
as possible. Clear specifications are set for these inventories, 
ensuring that the maximum amount of  information can be 
collected.

On the ground, Rougier benefits from support from various 
specialist wildlife protection NGOs. Close partnerships have 
been developed with leading international organizations, such 
as the Zoological Society of  London (ZSL), World Conservation 
Society (WCS) and World Wildlife Foundation (WWF).

All the actions taken by Rougier's subsidiaries in the field are 
grouped together in wildlife protection plans, aiming primarily 
to combat organized poaching, which has been on the rise for 
the past few years. Thanks to more thorough inventory methods 
and technological capabilities (photos, cameras), Rougier has 
optimized the responsiveness of  the control actions in place.

SHARING BEST PRACTICES 
AND EXPERIENCES 

•     Controls to check the effective application of  internal regulations 
clearly setting out the guidelines for wildlife protection.

•   Initiatives to raise awareness among employees and 
neighboring communities on the importance of  
wildlife protection and the damage caused by
large-scale organized poaching. 

• Initiatives to raise awareness on traditional hunting 
with boards, brochures, stickers (in factories, camps, 
villages, administrative sites, etc.), as well as dedicated 
meetings, film screenings, mobile cinema sessions (action 
carried out recently in Cameroon in around 20 villages 
located close to concessions managed by Rougier).

• Setting up control barriers that are constantly monitored 
at the main active entrances to the forest concessions.

• Systematically closing off logging roads when they are no 
longer used.

• Setting up a company store (supply center) making it possible 
to offer employees and their families alternative sources of  
protein to bush meat at competitive prices, equivalent to 
those available in urban centers.

• Setting up agreements to work with various structures and 
authorities locally to carry out regular anti-poaching actions. 
These missions are only really effective if  they are kept 
secret until the final moment and if  they focus in priority 
on the areas identified beforehand as particularly subject to 
poaching.

• Setting up a dedicated fully equipped in-house “wildlife 
and area monitoring” team to identify any signs of  illegal 
activity in the forest concessions on a daily basis. This 
team does not have any weapons or official authority 
(responsibility of  government agents), but it produces 
mission reports and maps any illegal activities observed. 
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In addition, it is responsible for monitoring – through wildlife 
inventories – animal populations and the risks faced with a 
view to offering a forest management approach in line with 
the reality in terms of  wildlife in its concessions and possible 
adjustments to operations if  chimpanzees for instance are 
present in the area to be harvested, considering that these are 
sedentary territorial animals. 

• Controls to check and initiatives to raise awareness 
among all subcontractors working in the forest 
concessions to ensure that these subcontractors 
do not supply the poaching channels themselves.

Despite the complexity involved with dismantling poaching 
networks, Rougier is continuing to implement these various 
action plans, engaging as many stakeholders as possible in 
them to ensure they are more effective.

TESTIMONIAL

"Wildlife protection is a priority cause for SFID. I head up a team of three people whose daily 
missions range from wildlife inventories to regular patrols in the forest looking to identify 
any signs of poaching or commercial hunting. In an environment with strong pressure on 
wildlife, we are supported in our missions by ZSL, with a view to improving our operational 
methodology with appropriate tools".

Ahidjo Amadou, 
Wildlife and area surveillance team leader, Mbang



PERFORMANCE
THROUGH ITS VOLUNTARY CERTIFICATION DRIVE, ROUGIER IS CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC WELLBEING OF FOREST WORKERS 
AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES, WHILE GUARANTEEING THE FOREST'S INTEGRITY.

3



of the sites have 
an operational 
health service

children receiving education 
in schools built and 

managed by Rougier

100%1,359



DOES FSC® CERTIFICATION 
IN THE CONGO BASIN 
GUARANTEE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY?
IN THE CONGO BASIN, THE CORRELATION SHOWN IN CIFOR’S RESEARCH BETWEEN 
SOCIAL PROGRESS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CERTIFICATION BY COMPANIES 
IS SUCH THAT FSC® CERTIFICATION IS THE ONLY FEASIBLE MANIFESTATION OF THE 
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF FORESTRY COMPANIES. 
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It involves the emergence of  social institutions in neighboring 
communities, which are real platforms for dialogue between 
the company and communities, and tools for social regulation.

RECOGNIZED SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR CERTIFIED COMPANIES

If  there is a major difference between FSC®-certified and non-
FSC®-certified companies in the Congo Basin, it lies in whether 
or not there are procedures that are written and applied between 
the two types of  company. These procedures are more present 
in FSC®-certified companies due to the requirements of  this 
system. In addition, the FSC® certification system differs from 
other standards by the significant weight it gives to the social 
pillar of  forest development through principles devoted to i) 
respect for the law, ii) workers’ rights and working conditions, 
iii) the rights of  indigenous populations and iv) relations with 
communities.

These principles are recognized as being particularly difficult 
to meet by companies that operate in countries with weak 
governance, where social regulations, when they exist, are not 
always applied. This is firstly due to the fact that the legislative 
framework and regulatory mechanisms are not consistent or 
lack clarity. Secondly, it is due to the fact that the rights of  
populations are very poorly documented by public authorities, 
which nevertheless refer to them in their regulations. In this 
context, FSC®-certified companies “raise the standard” in 

FSC® AS AN EXPRESSION 
OF CSR PRINCIPLES

CSR principles are applied in forestry via FSC® certification. 
The European Union's definition of  CSR from October 
25th, 2011 is consistent with the first principle from the FSC® 
standard defined in 1994, stating that CSR is “the responsibility 
of  enterprises for their impacts on society. Respect for 
applicable legislation, and for collective agreements between 
social partners, is a prerequisite for meeting that responsibility 
mitigating their possible adverse impacts”. However, unlike 
forest certification, which is a voluntary approach, CSR is not 
quite an optional approach from an ethical point of  view. It 
is partly based on the fact that companies are subject to the 
obligation to respect all internationally recognized human 
rights.

As a result, companies must act responsibly, as their activities 
depend on the resources that they obtain in their human 
and natural environment; these activities are “accountable” 
towards society. In other words, if  a company destroyed a 
forest simply for profit, it would deprive society of  the forest’s 
valuable functions. FSC® certification avoids this type of  
overexploitation of  forestry resources.

Another area for convergence between FSC® and CSR is the 
obligation of  “reasonable vigilance” on the one hand, which sets 
out requirements in terms of  resources and achievements, and 
on the other hand, the integration of  the “sphere of  influence”. 

Excerpt from the article by Jean Bakouma, WWF-France.
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 * Cerutti, Cifor, Occasional Paper, 2014.

terms of  applying the law, and are closely connected with the 
communities around their concessions.

FSC®-certified companies have forged ahead in introducing 
procedures to verify legality and meet social and security 
expectations, thanks to the implementation of  systems of  
reasonable vigilance, combined with performance indicators. 
In proportion, in 63% of  certified companies, versus 20% of  
non-certified companies, there are active social institutions 
established by the company.

FSC®, ONLY FEASIBLE MANIFESTATION 
OF CSR PERFORMANCE

Putting the focus solely on legality, such as the European 
FLEGT (Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade) 
standard, suggests that there will not always be the guarantee 
that the social requirements of  communities around the 
concessions will be met. There is also the opportunity for other 
certification systems, such as PEFC™, to initiate this type 
of  study in order to determine the social and environmental 
impacts of  forests certified under this standard. Beyond the 
forestry sector, performance assessment standards must make 
it possible to give economic value to raw materials, while 
renewing resources and sharing benefits with communities.

On the majority of  timber markets in the northern hemisphere, 
consumers take certification for granted, and European 
authorities see it as a risk reduction factor for illegal timber. Yet 
certification unfortunately continues to be a voluntary approach. 
The optional nature of  certification ultimately reflects a lack 
of  political courage. It would suffice for governments to give 
themselves the means to endorse FSC® certification and make 
it a core component of  their forestry policies.

FSC® certification has the advantage for a company of  
expressing the performance of  its forestry management, 
the “greening” of  its investments, and their “socialization”. 
Consequently, FSC® is the sole expression of  CSR in forestry 
companies in the Congo Basin.

Excerpt from the article by Jean Bakouma, Deputy Director for Conservation 
and the Green Economy at WWF-France, published on July 8th, 2014 
on “ideas4development.org”, a blog coordinated by the Agence Française 
de Développement

In 2014, a study by the Center for International Forestry 
Research (CIFOR), with funding from the WWF, carried 
out a first ever assessment of the social impacts of FSC® 
forest certification in the Congo Basin, and particularly 
the expected benefits for local communities.

Based on 37 social parameters, grouped together in 
four main categories (living and working conditions in 
concessions, social institutions in neighboring villages, 
benefit-sharing mechanisms in neighboring villages, 
customary uses), this study highlights the added value 
of FSC® certification regarding the social impacts of 
sustainable forest management. Indirectly, it reveals that 
national regulations and legality standards on their own 
still permit inadequate working and living conditions for 
employees of non-certified companies and have limited 
benefits for neighboring communities around these 
companies.

Presented in the 2013 CSR Report, the full version of this 
study is available at cifor.org/FSC



GABON

Type of action
RIL training = 

Reduced Impact Logging 
Sustainable management 

of the wildlife and 
bush meat sector

Support for HCVF 
characterization 

(floristic aspects)

Sites /
country concerned

Gabon (all FCSMs) Gabon (FCSM in Moyabi 
and Ogooué-Ivindo)

Gabon 
(all forest operation sites) 

Structure name NATURE+ FAO and partners 
(CIFOR, CIRAD, UICN 
+ local NGOs)

CENAREST (IRET)

Description Training sessions on controlled 
felling with a specific focus on 
identifying and training up in-house 
trainers in beneficiary companies 
to ensure that the companies can 
regularly monitor the quality 
of the techniques taught in-
house. 

Project targeting legal and political 
reforms in the wildlife sector and 
bush meat in particular. The project 
also aims to implement tools for 
participatory wildlife management 
and local capacity building. 

Characterization of the floristic 
biodiversity in conservation 
areas and various forest sections 
representative of the types of 
forest encountered in the FCSMs.

Dates, duration, 
frequency

2014 - 2015 Technical assistance from 
December 2012 to August 2017 

Unlimited duration 
(since 2008)
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MAIN EXTERNAL 
ACTIONS 
ROUGIER HAS SURROUNDED ITSELF WITH EXTERNAL EXPERTISE PROVIDED BY 
SPECIALIZED RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS FOR SEVERAL YEARS, AS WELL AS – AND 
INCREASINGLY – BY LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL NGOS WITH SPECIFIC EXPERTISE. 
THEIR ACTIONS ARE CONTRIBUTING TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ALL THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ACTIONS INVOLVED WITH FSC® CERTIFICATION.



CAMEROON

Type of action Forest dynamics Controlled felling training Wildlife technical assistance

Sites / 
country concerned

Cameroon (Djoum and Mbang) Cameroon (Djoum and Mbang) Cameroun (Mbang)

Structure name NATURE+ ONFI ZSL

Description Technical assistance 
for reforestation
Monitoring of plots 
(diameter, height)
Monitoring of mortality

Training courses on controlled 
felling targeting better safety, 
improved yields and reduced 
environmental impacts

Technical assistance to draw up 
a wildlife management plan for 
the three FMUs managed by SFID 
in the areas around Mbang

Dates, duration, 
frequency

5-year agreement, with 2 missions 
of 1 week each per year, in Mbang 
and Djoum

2014 - 2015 2015 - 2016

Type of action Forest stand dynamics 
(DYNAFFOR)

Sites / 
country concerned

Congo (MOKABI)

Nom de la structure ATIBT

Description Research and development project aiming 
to collect data on forest stand dynamics over 
several years, observing impacts in relation 
to the surrounding environment and forest 
operations

Location for actions Forests

Dates, duration, 
frequency

Assistance spread over 5 years between 
May 2013 and December 2017

CONGO
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ROUGIER AND WWF FRANCE 
ARE WORKING TOGETHER FOR 
RESPONSIBLE FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AND TIMBER TRADE 

In 2015, the Rougier Group and WWF France 
embarked on a strategic three-year alliance 
focused on good forest management in Africa and 
responsible supply chains in Europe. Through the 
Global Forest & Trade Network (GFTN), one of 
the WWF's flagship initiatives to promote good 
forest management and responsible trade, WWF 
will be providing support for Rougier on various 
aspects, such as maintaining and strengthening its 
objectives for increasing the volumes of certified 
products. WWF will also ensure that the company 
successfully implements all the due diligence 
measures required by the EU Timber Regulation 
(EUTR).

TESTIMONIAL

"Key ecosystems for regulating the climate, forests have always been one of the 
WWF's priorities. Major storehouses of carbon, forests take in 20 to 50 times more 
CO2 than other ecosystems. Convinced of the role that leaders such as Rougier play in 
driving changes to how the markets function for a more sustainable approach, we are 
delighted to welcome the group on board as a new member of the GFTN".

Marie-Christine Korniloff,  
Head of Corporate Engagement, WWF France.



Housing (living areas and camps)

Existence of a map

Number of houses built

Presence of social, leisure and cultural facilities

Housing occupancy rate 

Proportion of employees housed by the company 

Management of disputes / terms

Management of health / hygiene aspects

Electricity supplies

Drinking water supplies

Number of showers and latrines in relation to the number of 
employees working at the site

Number of cabins requiring extensive rehabilitation

Number of individual mosquito nets distributed

INITIAL OVERVIEW OF THE INDICATORS DEFINED 
TO DATE ON FIVE SOCIAL THEMES

Supplies of animal protein for employees

Number of company stores

Number of workers likely to benefit from the company store

Number of working freezers

Weight of animal protein sold at the company store (kg) / month 

Price per kg of meat and fish sold at the company store 

Organization of transportation for alternative proteins

Current livestock farming projects in the area

Current fish farming projects in the area

Initiatives for projects to develop livestock / fish farming

Local shops supplying animal protein

On-site hygiene

Waste collection system

Effective waste sorting

Number of showers and latrines in relation to the number 
of employees working at the site

Actions to raise awareness on hygiene and disease risks
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DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS 
IN 2015, ROUGIER IS DEVELOPING A MAPPING OF SOCIAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS TO IMPROVE VISIBILITY ON ACTIONS 
TAKEN AT ITS SITES IN AFRICA.

Guided by this approach, Rougier wants to ensure the 
consistency of  best practices, capitalizing on each site's 
experiences, while also optimizing its social and environmental 
investments by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of  
actions taken on the ground.
At the time of  going to press for this CSR report on 2014, this 
mapping of  social and environmental indicators was underway.

This in-depth work aims to draw up an exhaustive list and 
quantify all the social and environmental actions taken at 
its various forest and industrial sites, defining indicators for 
monitoring them over time. The implementation of  these 
actions, based partly on regulations, is led by site managers 
depending on the priorities they define for their respective 
production areas.



inventoried for 
1,912,011 ha of production 

areas, with 33% of areas 
fully inventoried

of roads 
built over 
63,674 ha

houses built by 
Rougier by end-2014 

for employees 
in living areas

children receiving 
education in schools 

managed entirely by Rougier 
(versus 1,241 in 2013)

of the total area 
of concessions is 

not allocated 
for forest production 

of sites with 
an effective waste 

sorting system 

villages in Rougier 
concessions covered 

by a participatory mapping 
process in 2014 

(versus 117 in 2013)

sites with 
a health center 

630,385 ha 

679 KM 

823

1,359 

100% 

125
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Health

Existence of pharmacies

Number of medical-social centers

Type of medical facilities

Number and status of health staff

Number of consultations / year (workers and non-workers) 

Proportion of dominant pathologies

Absenteeism (number of days of sick leave / 
total number of days worked)

Percentage of absenteeism due to illness

Dedicated ambulance / vehicle 

Emergency first aid facilities 

Supplies of medication, vaccines, antiretroviral therapy, etc.

Existence of medical analysis laboratories

Dedicated awareness campaigns (HIV-aids, workplace risks, STDs)

Frequency of medical checkups for employees

Rate achieved for systematic checkups

Number of medical checkups carried out when recruiting people

Existence of medical waste incinerators

Screening rate

HIV-aids infection rate (number of people infected / 
number of employees)

Children's education

Types of school facilities funded

Number of schools built

Number of classrooms built

Number of teachers paid entirely or partly by Rougier

Number of pupils (children of non-employees)

Number of pupils (children of employees)

Educational activities involving Rougier

Definition of performance indicators

KEY DATA

7% 
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GLOSSARY

FLEGT

Forest Law Enforcement for Governance and Trade.

FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN  

Specifications detailing how timber harvesting operations 
must be carried out over a period of  20 to 30 years, 
combining respect for communities and the environment.

FSC® 

The Forest Stewardship Council® is an independent non-
governmental organization whose goal is to promote the 
responsible management of  forests around the world. 
Responsible forest management refers to management 
practices that are economically viable, environmentally 
appropriate and socially beneficial.

HAULING

First operation following cuts in the forest, hauling involves 
transporting the trees that have been cut down from 
the cutting site to the logging areas in the forests.

LIVING AREA 

Living site for employees where the company provides 
housing, running water, electricity and various other facilities.

CHAIN OF CUSTODY 

Being able to track timber from trees in the forests through 
to processing.

REDUCED IMPACT LOGGING 
TECHNIQUES 

Harvesting techniques aiming to minimize the impact on the 
environment in operational areas.
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